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Circle the e words in orange. Circle the ee words in red.
Underline the ey words in green. Underline the y words in blue.
Dad and Mom took me to see the animals at the zoo. It would be free
today. We only needed money for food. The three of us were soon ready to
go. I wanted to visit the monkey area ﬁrst. It was funny to watch them
playfully scurry up one tree chasing a buddy who would ﬂee up another
tree. When we got hungry, Dad gladly took us to the food galley. Soon, my
tummy was not empty. Dad said the petting zoo should be next. Mom and I
agree with him. I got to feed a tiny donkey, a ﬂu1y bunny, and a baby
pony. I didn’t want to leave, but Mom said I shouldn’t worry since we will
come back again. I was very happy!
Answer the questions in complete sentences.
1. Why did we go to the zoo today?

___________________________________________________

2. Which animal did we visit ﬁrst?

___________________________________________________

3. What animals did I feed at the petting zoo?

___________________________________________________

4. Why was I happy when we had to leave?

___________________________________________________
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ANSWERS
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Circle the e words in orange. Circle the ee words in red.
Underline the ey words in green. Underline the y words in blue.
Dad and Mom took me to see the animals at the zoo. It would be free
today. We only needed money for food. The three of us were soon ready to
go. I wanted to visit the monkey area ﬁrst. It was funny to watch them
playfully scurry up one tree chasing a buddy who would ﬂee up another
tree. When we got hungry, Dad gladly took us to the food galley. Soon, my
tummy was not empty. Dad said the petting zoo should be next. Mom and I
agree with him. I got to feed a tiny donkey, a ﬂu1y bunny, and a baby
pony. I didn’t want to leave, but Mom said I shouldn’t worry since we will
come back again. I was very happy!

Answer the questions in complete sentences.
1. Why did we go to the zoo today?
It was free today.
___________________________________________________

2. Which animal did we visit ﬁrst?
We visited the monkey area ﬁrst.
___________________________________________________

3. What animals did I feed at the petting zoo?

___________________________________________________
I got to feed a donkey, a bunny, and a baby pony.

4. Why was I happy when we had to leave?
Mom said we will come back again.
___________________________________________________
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